Given the decreasing cost of non-volatile RAM (NVRAM), by the late 1990's it will be feasible for most workstations to include a megabyte or more of NVRAM, enabling the design of higher-performance, more reliable systems.
workstations to include a megabyte or more of NVRAM, enabling the design of higher-performance, more reliable systems.
We present the trace-driven simulation and analysis of two uses of NVRAM to improve I/O performance in distributed file systemx non-volatile file caches on client workstations to reduce write traffic to file servers, and write buffers for write-optimized file systems to reduce server disk accesses. Our results show that a megabyte of NVRAM on diskless clients reduces the amount of file data written to the server by 40 to 50Y0. Increasing the amount of NVRAM shows rapidly diminishing returns, and the particular NVRAM block replacement policy makes little difference to write traffic. Closely integrating the NVRAM with the volatile cache provides the best total traffic reduction.
At today's prices, volatile memory provides a better performance improvement per dollar than NVRAM for client caching, but as volatile cache sizes increase and NVRAM becomes cheaper, NVRAM will become cost effective.
On the server side, providing a one-half megabyte write-buffer per file system reduces disk accesses by about 20% on most of the measwed logstructured file systems (LFS), and by 90V0 on one heavilyused file system that includes transaction-processing workloads.
Introduction
Improving I/O performance of future distributed file systems will require improving write performance. Because large, main-memory file caches more effectively reduce read traffic than write traffic, the write traffic in distributed systems will become increasingly important. A reeent study of the Sprite distributed file system [17] shows that for the workload measured, client workstation caches reduce tead traffic from applications by 6(M0, but only reduce the write traffic by 10% [1] . As file caches on both clients and servers continue to grow and satisfy even more read traffic, the proportion of write traffic will increase and could potentially become a bottleneck.
The failure of caches to reduce write traffic is not due to insufficient cache size but instead to the need to protect newly-written (dirty) data from machine failures. Dtiy data must be written from volatile cache memory to non-volatile storage to guarantee its permanence; thus there is a tradeoff between reducing write traffic and protecting the reliability of dirty data. The longer dirty data is held in the cache, the more likely it is to be absorbed in the cache by being overwritten or deleted, but at the same time it becomes more vulnerable to machine failures such as power outages. For this reason, systems such as UNIX and Sprite limit the amount of time dirty data~mains in the cache, It is this eventual write-back that causes most dirty data to be written to the server. In Sprite, for example, data written to a cache on either a client or a file server is written from the cache after about 30 seeonds, and seventy percent of the file data transferred from clients to the file server is triggered by this delayed write-back from client caches. Another 15% is forced from the client caches by application j%ync calls that immediately and synchronously flush a file's dirty data from the cache to the file server's disk [1] .
Non-volatile memory @VRAM), such as RAM with battery backup, offers a possibility for reducing write traffic. By storing dirty data in NVRAM, we can guarantee its Wrrnanence without the cost of transferring it from client cache to server cache and from server cache to disk. Until recently, NVRAM was not economically feasible in the general workstation environment.
Today, NVRAM is still four to six times more expensive per megabyte than DRAM, but we expeet the per-megabyte cost of NVRAM to decrease. Many workstations today include a small amount of RAM with battery backup for the time-of-day clock. Because these systems already include the overhead of the batteries, incremental additions to the amount of memory included may not be costly. As shown in Table 1 , NVRAM is also available in separate memory components (SIMMS) and on boards with triply redundant batteries. While the SIMMS incur the overhead of batteries and failover systems for each component, this overhead on the boards can be amortized over more megabytes of memory. For one-megabyte boards, the boards are 20-70% more expensive than SIMMS depending on the bus, but Ithe 16-megabyte boards are nearly 60% less expensive than SIMMS and only four times the cost of an equivalent amount of DRAM.
An uninterruptible power supply (UPS) is an alternative method for providing non-volatile memory, but it is more expensive for small amounts of memory.
A UPS with enough power to support a Sparcstation for one to two hours costs a minimum of $800. Another alternative, flash EEPROM, has write access times significantly slower than RAM, cart only be written a limited number of times, and is therefore not appropriate for our purposes.
In this paper we consider using NVRAM in two different ways to improve write I/O performance in dMtibuted systems: as a non-volatile cache on client workstations and as a write-buffer on file servers. NVRAM'S combination of high performance relative to disks and permanence relative to volatile RAM will make it worthwhile for small caches and write buffers, even without its price dropping to that of volatile RAM [4] . In Section 2, we analyze the effects of the addition of a small amount of NVRAM to the cache on client workstations to reduce write traffic to servers. This non-volatile memoly will allow dirty data to remain longer in the client cache without loss of reliability, assuming that it is possible to restart a crashed client quickly, Our results show that one megabyte of NVRAM can potentially reduce file write traffic from clients to servers by more than 5090. However, at today's prices, adding NVRAM to client caches is only cost-effective if the cache already includes nearly sixteen megabytes of volatile memory. Our results also show that the NVRAM's block replacement policy makes little difference in overall file traffic reduction, but the extent of its integmtion with the volatile cache is important.
In Section 3, we consider using a non-volatile write buffer on the file server to reduce the number of disk accesses. Others have reported 50% performance gains by putting non-volatile caches on traditional UNIX file systems in the NFS environment [15] [19] . Our measurements show that some new file systems, without NFS's requirement for synchronous operations, can still obtain a significant reduction in the number of writes. Sprite's logstructured file system (LFS) [18] is an example of a writeoptimized file system that amortizes write cost by collecting a large amount of dirty data and writing it contiguously. Currently,~sync requests from clients often force LFS to write to disk before it has accumulated much data. Our analysis shows that using a non-volatile buffer to collect a large amount of data before writing would reduce the number of disk write accesses by 10 to 25% on most file systems, and by as much as 90% on one heavily-used file system.
In Section 4, we address some of the difficulties in incorporating NVRAM into system designs. For data in non-volatile client caches to be considered as permanent as gives the minimum number of megabytes necessary to purchase for a 4-byte wide memory bus. For the NVRAM boards, this column just lists configurations using different amounts of memory. The boards have a Exed overhead cost for the batteries and assembly plus an incremental cost for memory. The Price per megabyte column shows the amortized cost for a configuration of the size indicated in the Minimum configuration column.
data on disk, the data must reach non-volatile storage on the server before it is removed from the client cache. This could require some changes in client cache protocols, or else a synchronous write from the client cache to the server's disk. An alternative that avoids the latency of a disk access is to write the data into NVRAM on the server. Finally, modified data may become unavailable if it resides in an NVRAM cache on a crashed client. To avoid this problem for clients that do not recover quickly, it must be possible to move an NVRAM component to another client and retrieve its data from the new location.
We gathered our measurements on the Sprite distributed file system. Sprite is a cluster of about 40 SPARCstation 1, SPARCstation 2, Sun 3, DECstation 3100, and DECstation 5000 workstations, all diskless and most with 24 to 32 megabytes of memory. The cluster has a number of file servers, but most of the traffic is handled by a single Sun 4 file server with 128 Mbytes of main memory. All of the workstations in the cluster run the Sprite network operating system, which is largely UNIX-compatible. Most of the applications running on the cluster are standard UNIX applications.
In addition, Sprite provides process migration [5] , allowing users to offload jobs easily to idle machines in the cluster. The user community during the measurement period included operating systems researchers, architecture researchers working on the design and simulation of new 1/0 subsystems, a group of students and faculty working on VLSI circuit design and parallel processing, administrators, and graphics researchers. About 30 users do their day-to-day computing on Sprite, and another 40 people use the system occasionally.
Non-Volatile
Client File Caches
The study in [1] found that write events currently account for about one-third of the total file bytes tmnsferred from clients to the file server and that most of these writes were a result of Sprite's 30-second delayed write-back and cache consistency policy rather than cache block replacement.
Since We addressed these questions using file system trace data to simulate different models of non-volatile client caches, with varying amounts of NVRAM and different block replacement policies.
Caching Models
We considered two models for incorporating nonvolatile memory in a client file cache, write-aside and unified, and compared them to a volatile client cache model. The volatile model captures most of the behavior of Sprite's client caching except for dynamic cache sizing and preference for dirty blocks. Sprite's caches change in size, accordhtg to the relative memory needs of the file system and the virtual memory system. For simplicity, we assumed caches of static size in this study and also did not give dirty blocks preference in the block replacement policy. Giving dirty blocks preference helps reduce write traffic, but at the expense of increasing read traffic.
Sprite's client caches maintain two separate lists of four-kilobyte cache blocks: the free list contains free blocks and the LRU list contains blocks in use with the least-recently accessed blocks first. When a block must be read or written into the cache, a free block is chosen. If there are no free blocks, the first clean block on the LRU list is chosen for replacement.
Files containing dirty blocks that are less-recently accessed than the selected clean block are scheduled to be written back to the server, and a block cleaner is started. The block cleaner also runs at five second intervals and writes back blocks containing dirty data more than 30 seconds old. This produces clean blocks that are then subject to block replacement. While the Sprite policy gives preference to dirty blocks (a clean block is always replaced before a dirty block, even if a dtiy block is less-recently accessed), our volatile model does not. Instead, the least-recently accessed block is replaced, whether clean or dirty, and is written back to the server if necessary.
In addition to data written by the block cleaner, dirty data is also written to the server cache due to Sprite's cache consistency policy. Sprite file servers maintain consistency between client caches. The server keeps track of the last client to write each file. If another client opens that file, the server recalls any dirty data not yet flushed from the last writer's cache. If two or more clients have the same file open simultaneously, and at least one of them has it open for writing, the server disables client caching on the file until all the clients have closed it. This is called concurrent write-sharing. During concurrent write-sharing all read and write requests for the file bypass the client cache and go directly to the file server.
While all read and write requests are directed to a single volatile cache in the volatile model, the two NVRAM models include both volatile and non-volatile caches, as illustrated in Figure 1 . In the wife-aside model, the NVRAM is intended only to protect dirty data in the volatile cache; it holds copies of blocks that are also present in the volatile memory, so it is never read except during crash recovery.
This minimizes accesses to the NVRAM and would accommodate NVRAM access times significantly slower than volatile memory access times. Writing data into both the volatile cache and the NVRAM increases traffic on the memory bus. The volatile cache no longer uses a 30-second delayed write on dirty data, and dirt y blocks, even those from files explicitly~,ync'cl by the user, remain in the NVRAM until replaced by other blocks or until flushed back to the server by Sprite's consistency mechanism.
(For the purposes of this study, we assume that data written to NVRAM is as permanent as data written to disk. In a real system, it would be possible to provide a method for flushing data from the NVRAM to server disk.) After dirty data blocks are written to the file server, they are removed from the NVRAM but may remain as cle,an blocks in the volatile cache. As in the volatile model, block replacement is strictly LRU with respect to the volatile cache. If a dirty block is replaced, it is written to the server and then invalidated in both the volatile and nonvolatile caches.
The unified model more closely integrates the volatile and non-volatile file caches. The blocks are not duplicated between the NVRAM and the volatile cache: dirty blocks reside only in the NW while clean blocks may reside in either the volatile cache or the NVRAM.
A clean block may be put in the NVRAM if a read operation finds the volatile cache full while the NVRAM has a free block or contains the least-recently accessed block. Application writes are directed only to the NVRAM, but read requests can be satisfied from either cache. As in the write-aside policy, there is no 30-second delayed write on dirty datw blocks leave the NVRAM only due to the consistency mechanism or when replaced by other blocks. The unitied model retains strict LRU semantics with respect to the volatile cache, although we experimented with different replacement policies (described in Section 2.5) for blocks in the NVRAM, When an incoming write request causes a block to be replaced in the NVRAM, the removed dirty block is written back to the server and its access time is compared to that of the least-recently used block in the volatile cache. If the least-recently-used block in the volatile cache is older, then it is replaced with a clean copy of the block removed from the NVRAM.
The Simulations
We simulated client cache lxhavior using file system trace data previously obtained from Sprite. The traces Th~NVRAM is used only to protect the permanence of the dirty data in the volatile cache, and is otherwise not accessed except after system failure. In the urujed model, the volatile memory and NVRAM are combined into a single larger cache. An individual block may reside in either memory (but not troth), and all dirty blocks are required to be kept in the NVRAM. record key tile system operations such as file opens, closes, and seeks. The current file offset appears in each of these events, making it possible to deduce the order and amount of read and write traffic to tiles. However, it is not possible to deduce the actual number or exact times of write operations or which write operations were caused by applicatioñ sync requests. The traces also record file truncation and deletion events that, along with overwriting, cause bytes to die in the client caches. Sprite's consistency protocols and process migration also generated trace events that flush bytes from the client caches to the server. The trace data is broken into eight 24-hour tmce runs. The traces tecord similar workloads, except for traces 3 and 4 in which two users performed long-running simulations on large files, resulting in higher tile system throughput.
More detailed information about the traces can be found in [1] , and more detailed information about the. trace methodology can be found in [16] .
The simulations required several passes over the tmce data. We first processed the trace data to convert it into read, write, delete, flush, and invalidate operations on ranges of bytes. Given this data, the simulator kept track of the contents of both volatile and non-volatile caches for all client machines and maintained file sizes and block access and modify times. Input parameters to the simulator specify the maximum sizes of the volatile and non-volatile caches, the NVRAM model, and the replacement policy in the non-volatile cache. LRU replacement was used in the volatile cache for all simulations.
The simulations counted the number of bytes read and written from applications, and the number and ages of bytes overwritten, deleted, or transfemed to or from the file server. For most of the simulations, these counts yielded the final result, but the measurements of lifetimes of cached data and the simulation of an omniscient replacement policy required a third pass over the data. To obtain these results, we simulated a non-volatile cache of infinite size. The simulator then produced a log of all runs of bytes overwritten, deleted, or left remaining in the cache, along with their times of creation and deletion.
The omniscient policy simulator used this information to choose the block with the next modify time furthest in the future.
Byte Lifetimes
The lifetime simulation determined the fraction of bytes that die in the NVRAM within a given write delay. As demonstrated in Figure 2 , for most of the traces 35 to 50% of written bytes die within 30 seconds, while about 60% of bytes die within a few hours. For traces 3 and 4, in which large amounts of data were transferred, only 5 to 10% of bytes die within 30 seconds, while more than 80% die within half an hour. In reality, more bytes will die in the cache than suggested by Figure 2 for two reasons. First, the traces are of finite length and we assume that all bytes left in the NVRAM at the end of the trace are eventually written back to the server. Some of these bytes would be overwritten or deleted, reducing the fraction that would need to be written back to the server. Second, the simulation started with empty caches, thereby misclassifying some writes as new data rather than overwrites. The results in Figure 2 indicate that holding dtiy blocks in the cache for longer than the traditional 30 seconds will reduce write traffic from clients to servers.
The lifetime simulation also generated information concerning the final fate of file bytes, given a non-volatile cache of infinite size. With a cache of infinite size, no bytes are ever written back to the file server due to cache block replacement. Table 2 summarizes the fate of all written bytes across all eight traces and also across the "typical" traces alone (all traces except for 3 and 4). Across all traces, 85% of bytes written could be absorbed by a sufficiently large NVRAM.
However, if we exclude traces 3 and 4, only 65% absorption is possible. The table shows two categories of write traffic from the clients to the servec Concurrent writes and Called back bytes. The concurrent writes row gives the number of bytes for which caching was disabled due to concurrent write-sharing; this category turns out to be minuscule.
Bytes called back include those written back to the server due to the migration of a process, and those recalled to the server after one Net write traffic (%) give the results summed across atl traces except 3 and 4, during which large amounts of data were transferred. The row Remaining indicates how many bytes were left in the cache at the end of the trace interval,
The column totals exceed the Total application writes because an application write of less than an entire block may cause a whole cache block to be written back to the server.
client has written a file and another has opened it. The number of bytes written back to the server due to process migration is less than one percent of the total traffic, so the server traffic is almost entirely due to the cache consistency mechanism.
Reducing write traffic beyonld 10 to 17% would require chwsing a cache consistency policy more efficient than Sprite's, such as a protocol based on block-by-block invalidation and flushing, rather than whole-tile invalidation and flushing [21] .
Small NVRAM
Reduces Traffic Figure 3 shows that in most cases a small NVRAM significantly reduces write traffic from clients to servers. We used the byte lifetimes derived from the processed trace data to simulate an omniscient cache manager, using the unified NVRAM model, that can always flush the block in the cache whose next modify time is the furthest in the future. These results give the possible reduction in write traffic as a function of NVRAM cache size for each of the eight traces. The results are optimrd in terms of blocks, but not necessarily in terms of bytes, since the block with the next modify time furthest in the future may contain many dirty bytes, while the block that is spared replacement may contain only a few dirty bytes to be overwritten or deleted. One-eighth of a megabyte of NVRAM (small in comparison with the average seven megabytes of volatile file cache in Sprite) eliminates 30 to 50% of the server write traffic for most of the traces. Figme 3 also shows that increasing the amount of NVRAM results in rapidly diminishing returns.
For most of the traces, one megabyte reduces write traffic by 5070 while eight megabytes provides less than 10% further reduction.
The net traffic in Figure 3 and all other figures in this section includes the bytes remaining in the NVRAM at the end of the trace.
Thus, these figures present a pessimistic view of the benefits of client NVRAM caches. time. This figure shows the net file write traffic to the server using this omniscient plicy for various client NVRAM cache sizes. The X axis is a log scale. Results are shown for att eight traces.
Replacement PoIicies
After observing that a small non-volatile cache with an omniscient replacement policy significantly reduces write traffic for most of the traces, we examined the results of the unified NVRAM model using realistic replacement policies LRU and random. The LRU policy favors the short-lived blocks in the cache by replacing the leastrecently-used (modified or accessed) block. The random policy chooses random blocks for replacement, thus gauging the sensitivity of write traffic reduction to the particular replacement policy. These simulations are also more realistic than the omniscient policy in that they include the effects of read traffic on cache replacemenfi dirty blocks may be replaced not just to make room for other dirty blocks, but also to make room for more recent clean blocks.
The simulations of blink replacement policies surprised us by demonstrating only small differences between the policy designed to favor short-lived blocks and the random replacement policy. Figure 4 shows insignificant differences in write traffic reduction between the replacement policies in a typical trace (Trace 7). Indeed, the random policy behaves almost as well as the LRU policy.
With one megabyte of NVRAM, however, the omniscient policy performs only 10 to 15% better than the feasible replacement policies. The difference between the omniscient and other policies is at most 22% across all the traces, including traces 3 and 4.
frequency of NVRAM accesses.
While both non-volatile cache models do equally well for absorbing write traffic, the unified model does better with read traffic, by effectively increasing the overall size of the cache. In the unified model, clean bids can be placed in the non-volatile cache as well as in the volatile cache, depending on which cache contains the leastrecently accessed block. In the write-aside model, only dirty blocks reside in the non-volatile cache, with duplicate copies in the volatile cache, so adding NVRAM dces not increase the size of the cache for clean blocks. Figure 5 shows the effect of the different cache models on total (both read and write) traffic between the clients and servers. For these simulations, we used an LRU tvplacement policy in both the volatile and nonvolatile caches. All the models began with an eightmegabyte volatile cache. The non-volatile policies were simulated with increasing quantities of non-volatile cache, while the volatile policy was simulated with art increasing quantity of volatile cache. The unified model performs 8% better than the volatile cache model with the addition of four extra megabytes of cache memory, while the write-
Comparison of Cache Models
To contrast the non-volatile cache models, we examined their effect on read and write traffic between clients and servers, on client memory bus traffic, and on the Megabytes extra memoF igure 5: Effect of cache modeta on net total traffic. This figure shows the percentage of total file traffic from clients that is read from or written to the file server for each of the cache models using Trace 7. Each of the models starts with eight megabytes of volatile cache. The X axis shows the effect of adding memo~to the cache. For the volatile model, volatile memo~is added. For the unified and write-aside models, NVRAM is added.
aside model performs 8% worse. The unified model performs better than the write-aside model because it reduces both read traffic and write traffic, while the write-aside model only helps reduce write traffic. With eight extra megabytes of cache memory, the unified model performs 14% better than the volatile policy, while the write-aside model performs 14% worse. Thus, NVRAM should be closely integrated into the cache mechanism for best effect.
For amounts of NVRAM less than a half megabyte, the volatile model performs better than both the NVRAM models. In the volatile model, the pool of blocks available for replacement for newly-written data consists of the entire volatile cache, while it consists only of the NVRAM for the NVRAM models. This indicates that an even more closely integmted NVRAM model that allows dmy blocks to be written both to the NVRAM and to the volatile cache (subject to a 30-second delayed write-back) would provide superior~rformance to the models discussed here. However, this model would allow some dirty data to be vulnerable for at least 30 seconds in the volatile cache, Other differences between the two NVRAM models are the amount of traffic they generate on the memory bus and the number of accesses they generate to the NVRAM. Blocks are written to both the NVRAM and volatile cache in the write-aside model, whereas blocks are written only to the NVRAM in the unified model, thus the write-aside model starts with twice as much memory traffic. However, when blocks are flushed from the NVW4M in the unified model, they may be transferred to the volatile cache. One megabyte of NVRAM absorbs about half of the bytes written by applications, so the unified model transfers alt most 50% of the original blocks to the volatile cache. Including this traffic transferred from the NVRAM to the volatile cache, the unified model generates at least 25% less file cache traffic on the the local memory bus than the write-,aside model.
There is also a small amount of data transferred from the cache to the NVRAM, this occurs when an application updates part of a file block, rather than overwriting the whole block. If the cache manager finds this file block in the volatile cache, it transfers the block to NVRAM and updates it there. Our measurements show that this is rare and amounts to less than one percent of the write events requested by applications.
The unified cache model generates many more accesses to the NVRAM than does the write-aside model. This is because blocks are written to, but not read frolm, the NVRAM in the write-aside model, while both clean and dirty blocks may be read from the NVRAM in the umified model. For an eight-megabyte volatile memory and an eight-megabyte NVRAM, the simulation results show that the unified model generates from two to two-and-a-half times as many NVRAM accesses. If NVRAM access times were significantly slower than volatile memory access times, this could make NVRAM less appeating. Otherwise, the unified model seems superior to the writeaside model in terms of total network traffic reduction and local memory bus traffic.
Non-Volatile Versus Volatile Caches
Another question we considered is whether money is better spent on volatile or non-volatile memory for client caches. To examine the cost-effectiveness of NW versus volatile memory, we used Figure 6 to compare the total file tmffic reduction produced by varying amounts of volatile and non-volatile memory, and then we weighed the benefits against the prices.
Given current costs for NVRAM and the fact that read traffic today is the majority of traffic between clients and servers, we expected NVRAM to make a poor showing. The cost-effectiveness of NVRAM, however, depends upon the amount of volatile memory already present in the system. Given sufficient volatile memory, NVRAM maybe a cost-effective method for reducing network write traffic even at today's prices. In NFS file systems, the cache consistency mechanism requires that dwy data be written through ahnost immedntely to the file server, removing any benefit for using non-volatile memory for file caching on clients. In these NFS systems, it makes mom sense to put nonvolatile memory on the file servers, as described in the next section.
Using NVRAM as a File System Write Buffer
While the pxevious section showed how NW can be used to reduce write traffic between diskless clients and the file server, this section describes how NVRAM can be used to reduce physical writes from the server to its disk system. Servers can also use NVRAM file caches to absorb write traffic, producing reductions in the server-disk traffic similar to those in the client-server traffic. Since this use of NVRAM was covered in Section 2, we will now consider the use of NVRAM as a write buffer in front of the disk to reduce the number of disk write accesses.
The use of NVRAM to impmve disk performance is not new. Traditional distributed file systems, especially file servers running the UNIX fast file system [13] figure (a) , two files have been written, filel and file2. Each file has a metadata block describing the location of the file's data blocks, that is allocated after the file on disk. In figure (b) , the middle block of file2 has been modified.
A new version of it has been added to the log, as well as a new version of its metadata. Then file3 is created, causing its blocks and metadata to be appended to the log. Nexq filel has two more blocks appended to it. These two blocks and a new version of tilel's metadats are appended to the log. At the end of each segment LFS appends a summary block that describes the segment's contents.
motion. Simulation results in [20] show that only 7% of disk bandwidth is used when writing dirty data randomly to a disk. Instead of writing blocks randomly, 1000 I/O's, requiring four megabyte of NVRAM, can be buffened and sorted to utilize 40% of the disk bandwidth.
In this paper, we consider the use of NVRAM on a file server in a more modem, write-optimized file system. Several database and file systems use various forms of logging on the file server to improve write I/O performance by minimizing the latency of dkk writes
. Sprite's log-structured file system [18] (LFS) is the most extreme example of a logging file system, because tile data and metadata are written to disk only in a log fortnat. Also, file metadata operations in Sprite are performed asynchronously rather than synchronously. While we do not see as great an improvement in performance due to NVRAM with this write-optimized file system as with the NFS protocol and the UNIX fast file system, we (do see some improvement.
According to our measurements of LFS disk activity, a one-half megabyte non-volatile write buffer for a Sprite LFS would Educe the number of disk write accesses for most file systems measured by a modest 10 to 25%, but would reduce dkk write accesses by 90% on the most heavily-used file system.
In contrast to tmditional UNIX file systems, I.FS is optimized for writing rather than reading. It amortizes the cost of writes by collecting large (one-half megabyte) segmerm of data before issuing contiguous disk writes. The file system's disk layout is a sequence of segments that comprise a log of the system. File metadata, incorporated into the log, describes the location of the blocks in the file to support efficient reads. While traditional file systems seek to a predefine disk location to update metadata or to write different files, LFS gathers all the dirty file data and metadata into a single segment, appends a summary block describing the segment's contents, and writes out the whole unit with a single seek. Figure 7 shows the allocation of three files in a log-structured file system. Before the log uses up all the space on disk, LFS'S garbage collector reclaims space from old segments containing data that has been overwritten or deleted, compacting the remaining live data into a smaller number of new segments.
LFS is not always able to write out full segments. If LFS must issue a disk write before a full segment's worth of data has accumulated, then less data is written per seek, resulting in lower disk bandwidth utilization. There are two causes for these partial segment writes in Sprite: a 30-second timeout that causes data to be written tlom the server's cache to disk andfisnc requests from user applications. In the current Sprite file system, dirty data older than 30 seconds is flushed from the cache every 5 seconds. Partial segments due to this flushing do not impact disk bandwidth, because they only occur when the file system is lightly utilized. However, @yncs~quire that LFS immediately write out whatever dirty data is present, regardless of the amount of disk traffic, and these forced synchronous writes from applications reduce the efficiency of LFS. In the NFS network protocol, there are even more synchronous write operations, so using LFS as the storage manager for an NFS file server would result in even more partial segment writes.
To measure LFS disk activity, we sampled kernel counters on the main Sprite file server every half hour over a period of two weeks. We recorded the number and size of disk writes and whether the writes were the result of application~syncs. There are eight LFS file systems on the server. Iuserl, luser2, /user4 and luser6 all contain home directories.
Processes Table 3 : Percent of forced partial segments on LFS file systems. The column % total segments~haf m-e portial gives the percentage of segment writes that are partiat segments, including both fkyncs and data written by the 30-second delay, while the next column includes only those partial segments resulting from fsyncs. 'Ike column YO segments from ibis jile system gives the percentage of segment writes received by the particular file system, out of the total number of segment writes across all the file systems.
This total includes both full and partial segments.
file system. Finally, /scratch4 is a scratch dkk generally used for storing long-lived trace data. Table 3 shows the percentage of partial segments due to~syncs for each of the LFS file systems on Sprite's main file server. Our measurements show that for most Sprite file systems, 10 to 25% of segments written to an LFS disk are partial segments due to application~syncs. The most heavily-used file system, /user6, showed 92% of segment writes were partial segments due to~syncs, in part because one of the users was executing long-running data base benchmarks that request five~syncs after every database transaction.
With a write-buffer, these disk accesses could be avoided, because the writes would remain in the NVRAM buffer until a whole segment ,accumutated [8] . For some file systems, no forced synchronous writes occur. /swapl, for instance, saw no partial segments due m~syncs, because applications never write directly to the swap disk.
In addition to the disk bandwidth reductions, there is a disk space cost associated with partial segments. To each full or partial segment, LFS appends at least one fourkilobyte block of metadata. In addition, LFS places a 512-byte summary block at the end of the segment to describe its contents. The smaller the average unit of writing, the higher a percentage of disk space is occupied by the metadata and summary blocks. The lost disk space is not reclaimed until LFS's garbage collector runs. On /user6, the space taken up by the metadata and summary blocks in partial segments is about one third of the segment. Since 97% of the segments are partial segments on /user6, the overhead could reach almost one third of the available disk space until the garbage collector runs. On /sprite/src/kernel the overhead is only about 8~0 of each partial segment, Partial segments account for about 70?Z0 of total segment writes to /sprite/src/kernel, so the overhead on this file system could only reach about 5%. Using NVRAM would eliminate partial segment writes and would therefore reduce the dkk space overhead to the less than 1YOoverhead for full segments. This would improve disk utilization by 5-33% and reduce garbage collection load on the server CPU.
Unfortunately, because we did not have data on the number of disk reads, we were unable to measure the ratio of read accesses to write accesses or to determine the overall disk traffic reduction that the NVRAM made possible. This paper has only examined minimizing the number disk write accesses, but read latency may also bean important parameter for some systems. Extremely large write IfO's can cause potentially unacceptable latency to any synchronous read requests that queue up behind them. Analytic results in [3] show that the optimal write size for an LFS is approximately two disk tracks, typically 50-70 kilobytes.
The analytic study reports that the increase in mean read response time due to full segment writes is sometimes as much as 37Y0, but typically about 14Y0. This increase in response time affects only those~ads that miss in the file data cache, so further measurements are required to compute the effect on total 1/0 cost.
Impact on System Design
While the use of NVRAM on client workstations can improve write performance in dktributed file systems, it also creates some new system design issues. The issues arise from the treatment of long-lived data in the client caches and tlom clients crashing while their non-volatile caches contain live data.
. Table 4 : Average number of kilobytes written per partial segment. The column Kbytes/partial gives the average number of kilobytes written per partial segment for the given file system. The column Kbytes/fsync partial gives the average number of kilobytes written per partial segment caused by an f~nc.
The column % total write traj$c shows the percentage of overall bytes written to the given file system out of the total number of bytes written to all the file systems. NA means not applicable because there were no fsyncs on the file system. Assuring the permanence of dtiy data that has remained in client caches for a significant period of time will require a change in the protocol for writing client cache blocks to the file server. Sprite's block cleaning process runs every five seconds and writes dirty data older than 30 seconds to the server. Therefore, Sprite assumes that about 35 seconds worth of dirty data can be lost in a client machine crash. The data is vulnerable for another 35 seconds in the server's cache before it is written to disk. After approximately 70 seconds, though, applications can assume that the data is safely stored on disk. For clients with non-volatile caches, dirty data may remain indefinitely in the client's cache before being transferred to the file server. Since data in a client's NVRAM cache is considered permanent, the cache write-back protocol must ensure that data written back to the server reaches permanent storage there before it is flushed from the the client cache. The cache write protocol could perform a synchronous disk 1/0 on the server or wait until the data reaches the disk before flushing it from the client NVRAM.
A more attractive alternative to waiting or writing synchronously is to provide some NVRAM on file servers, even if write traffic is already significantly reduced by non-volatile caches on clients. If the client data is written to NVRAM on the server, no synchronous disk I/O is necessary, and the client need not wait to replace blocks in its cache. Systems need to guarantee that data resident in non-volatile client caches is just as permanent as if it were diskresident.
Clients that crash while holding live file data in nonvolatile memory also pose a problem, making fast recovery important.
Data written to non-volatile caches on the clients are unavailable to the system while the client is down. Since systems such as Sprite guarantee perfect distributed cache consistency, clients always see the most recent data. If a client updates a file and another client then reads it, the Sprite file server recalls the new data from the first client to send to the second client. If this most recent data is in the non-volatile cache of a client that has just crashed, the server will be unable to satisfy the read request until either the crashed client recovers or the NVRAM is made accessible from another machine. If the clients can recover quickly under most circumstances, then the data will be unavailable for only a short period of time [2] .
Although fast recovery of client machines may alleviate many of the problems due to client crashes, it is also important to consider that a client may never recover. When servers are down for extended periods, it is not uncommon to move disks between machines. Similkuly, if NVRAM is viewed as permanent storage, it must be possible to move NVRAM from a dead machine to a live machine. By making blocks in NVRAM self identifying, NVRAM caches may be moved from machine to machine ,as easily as disks. Legato's Prestoserve functions in this way, permitting NVRAM and backing dksk to be moved between systems without loss of data. In this way, the NVRAM can be made as reliable and flexible as current disks. Additionally, for files frequently shared between clients, it is unliiely that dirty data will remain in any one client's cache for a long time, since the data will be flushed back to the server by a consistency action the next time it is accessed by another client.
Conclusion
The decreasing cost of NVRAM brings new opportunities for oprating systems designers to increase system reliability and performance.
While not yet cost effective, it may be desirable to include one or two megabytes of NVRAM in future workstations.
On diskless client workstations, a megabyte of NVRAM makes it possible to reduce client-server file write traffic by up to 50Y0. Larger amounts of NVRAM per workstation can be applied to other problems, such as fast recovery, but will not provide much greater improvements in I/O performance if used for client caching. As file caches become larger, they will absorb more of the read traffic, but NVRAM will be needed to absorb write traffic whale still providing mainmemory access speeds. Our simulations show that the behavior of tightly integrated non-volatile client caches is robust. Changing either the replacement policy or increasing the amount of NVRAM beyond a few megabytes made relatively little difference to the overall file traffic reduction.
Regardless of whether future workstations include NVRAM by default, centralizing as little as one-half megabyte per file system of NVRAM on file servers will improve write performance, even on write-optimized file systems. While this use of NVRAM does not reduce network traffic or the CPU load on the tile server, it does improve disk utilization.
Our measurements show that one-half megabyte of NVRAM per file system on LFS decreases the number of dkk accesses by 20% in the usual case, and by 90% in extreme cases. Putting NVRAM on the file server makes sense even if client workstations include it as welt this allows long-lived data written from client non-volatile caches to be buffered safely in server NVRAM without being forced immediately to dksk.
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